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ABSTRACT

Individuals with Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASC) have
marked difficulties using verbal and non-verbal communication for social interaction. The ASC-Inclusion project helps
children with ASC by allowing them to learn how emotions
can be expressed and recognised via playing games in a virtual
world. The platform assists children with ASC to understand
and express emotions through facial expressions, tone-of-voice
and body gestures. In fact, the platform combines several stateof-the art technologies in one comprehensive virtual world,
including analysis of users’ gestures, facial, and vocal expressions using standard microphone and web-cam, training
through games, text communication with peers and smart
agents, animation, video and audio clips. We present the recent findings and evaluations of such a serious game platform
and provide results for the different modalities.
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INTRODUCTION

Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASC) are neurodevelopmental
conditions, characterised by social communication difficulties and restricted and repetitive behaviour. Three decades
of research have shown that children and adults with ASC
experience significant difficulties recognising and expressing
emotions and mental states [4].These difficulties are apparent
when individuals with ASC attempt to recognise emotions
from facial expressions [18], from vocal intonation [17],from
gestures and body language [31], and from the integration of
multi-modal emotional information in context [17]. Limited
emotional expressiveness in non-verbal communication is also
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characteristic in ASC, and studies have demonstrated individuals with ASC have difficulties directing appropriate facial
expressions to others [21], modulating their vocal intonation
appropriately when expressing emotion [26] and using appropriate gestures and body language [1]. Integration of these
non-verbal communicative cues with speech is also hampered
[13]. The social communication deficits, characteristic of
ASC, have a pervasive effect on the ability of these individuals
to meet age appropriate developmental tasks, from everyday
negotiation with the teacher or the shopkeeper to the formation
of significant relationships with peers. Individuals with ASC
lack the sense of social reciprocity and fail to develop and
maintain age appropriate peer relationships [9].Current findings suggest 1 % of the population might fit an ASC diagnosis
[5]. This study has been replicated across cultures and age
bands, stressing the importance of accessible, cross-cultural
means to support this growing group.
The use of Information Communication Technology (ICT)
with individuals with ASC has flourished in the last decade for
several reasons: the computerised environment is predictable,
consistent, and free from social demands, which individuals
with ASC may find stressful. Users can work at their own
pace and level of understanding, and lessons can be repeated
over and over again, until mastery is achieved. In addition,
interest and motivation can be maintained through different
and individually selected computerised rewards [28]. For these
reasons, and following the affinity individuals with ASC show
for the computerised environment, dozens of ICT programs,
teaching various skills to this population were created. However, most of these tended to be rather specific (e. g., focusing
only on recognition of facial expressions from still photos) and
low budget, and have not been scientifically evaluated [19].
ICT programs that teach socio-emotional communication have
been evaluated including I can Problem-Solve; others aim to
teach social problem solving [10], such as FEFFA, e. g., by
emotion recognition from still pictures of facial expressions
and strips of the eye region [11]. Emotion Trainer teaches
emotion recognition of four emotions from facial expressions
[37]; Lets Face It is teaching emotion and identity recognition
from facial expressions [39], and Junior Detective program
combines ICT with group training in order to teach social
skills to children with ASC [8]. These examples demonstrate

how focused most ICT solutions are in their training, focusing
mostly on emotion recognition from facial expressions and
contextual situations, with very little attention given to emotional gestures or emotional voices. In addition, there were no
reports of ICT programs teaching emotional expressiveness.
Further training programs such as Mind Reading implement
an interactive guide to emotions and teaches recognition of
412 emotions and mental states, systematically grouped into
24 emotion groups, and 6 developmental levels (from the age
of four years to adulthood). The evaluations of Mind Reading
resulted in limited generalization when adults with ASC used
the software [19]. However, when 8-11 year old children with
ASC had used it, improved generalization was found.
In the last decade, with the rapid development of internetbased communication, web applications have been increasingly used for social interaction, forming online communities
and social networks. Anecdotal reports of the emergence of
online autistic communities, and the use of forums, chat rooms
and virtual-worlds, show the great promise the internet holds
for better inclusion and social skills training for adolescents
and adults with ASC [20]. However, there has been no scientifically documented attempt to use the internet for structured
training of socio-emotional communication for individuals
with ASC. Furthermore, since intervention into ASC has been
shown to be more effective when provided early in life, using
the internet as a platform for the support of children with ASC
could significantly promote their social inclusion.
Virtual Environments (VE) form another domain with immense possibilities for those with ASC and related social
difficulties. VE are artificial computer generated threedimensional simulations and come in single- or multi-user
forms. In either format, the user can operate in realistic scenarios to practice social skills, conversations, and social problem
solving. Moore and colleagues investigated VE and children
and youth with ASC and found that over 90 % of their participants used the VE to recognise basic emotions [27]. Other
studies have also shown the potential for those with ASC to use
VE for socio-emotional skills training and for other learning
purposes [30].
The ASC-Inclusion project1 [36, 35] – dealt with herein – suggests advanced ICT-enabled solutions and serious games for
the empowerment of children with ASC who are at high risk
of social exclusion. The project created an internet-based platform that assists children with ASC, and those interested in
their inclusion, to improve their socio-emotional communication skills, attending to the recognition and expression of
socio-emotional cues and to the understanding and practice of
conversational skills. ASC-Inclusion combines several stateof-the-art technologies in one comprehensive game environment, including analysis of users’ gestures, facial, and vocal
expressions, training through games, text chatting, animation,
video and audio clips. Despite the innovative technologies
involved, the ASC-Inclusion is aimed for home use. Though
designed to assist children with ASC, ASC-Inclusion could
serve other population groups characterised by deficient emotional understanding and social skills, such as children with
1
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learning difficulties [7], attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [12], behavioural and conduct problems [38],
or socio-emotional difficulties [33].
Additionaly, the project integrates the carers into the platform,
and thereby: a) increase engagement of parents, siblings and
ASC children; b) incorporate carers inputs to the system, also
monitor/correct (and by this also train) the system; c) enable
new kind of interaction and hence benefit from didactic activities. The children are then able to play with the carers
cooperatively, and have the chance to directly see emotion and
social behaviour from another person next to them. In addition,
the system platform is able to collect displays of emotion from
the carers and parents that can be used for further training of
the system and for the ”corrective” technology as it enables
carers input to the corrective system and to the emotion recognition system. ASC-Inclusion further support the ability to
provide formative assessment as part of the user interaction
in a semantically comprehensible and appealing way to the
children. The gain for the children is highly significant: They
receive understandable and targeted corrective feedback enabling them to adjust their facial, vocal and gesture behaviour
to match prototypical manifestations.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: first, a detailed description of the user requirements and specification is
given (Section User Requirements); then we describe the three
modalities namely face, voice and body gesture (Sections Face
Analysis, Voice Analysis, Gesture Analysis) and the formative
assement module (Section Formative assessment), before commenting the platform (Section Platform). We next describe
content creation (Section Content Creation) and adult-child
cooperative playing (Section Adult & cooperative playing).
We then comment on the psychological evaluation and results
(Section Psychological experiments and evaluation) before
concluding in Section Conclusions.
USER REQUIREMENTS

Previous literature reports social communication difficulties
in individuals with ASC as well as enhanced abilities in other
non-social areas such as systemising [6]. This provided us with
a greater insight into the social, cognitive and behavioural abilities of these potential end users. Review of the design, content
and effectiveness of the Mind Reading DVD as an intervention
and The Transporters DVD [16] which have shown to enhance
the ability of children with ASC to recognise emotions, permitted identification of a method through which learning material
can be presented in an engaging manner which capitalises on
the enhanced systemising skills seen in individuals with ASC.
A number of focus groups with ASC children and families
have been carried out to provide qualitative feedback in order
to specify user requirements in terms of game preferences and
interests, game concepts and design, content specification, user
behaviour and cognition, and learning styles. Targeted focus
groups regarding teaching about vocal expression of emotions
have also been run. An experts focus group was also formed
which included specialists in the field of ASC, the purpose
of the experts focus group was to provide feedback regarding
the VE concept and implementation, as well as to highlight
difficulties common to ASC children which may affect their

ability to interact with the VE. The results of these activities
have fed into the platform development. These focus groups
have permitted identification of the learning requirements of
our platform user and have been used to specify the learning
structure that is adopted by the platform. Furthermore both
the user and expert focus groups have identified technological
opportunities and constraints that have fed into the platform
development to ensure a user centric design.
Focus groups and user testing of subsystem prototypes and the
emotion modality analysers (cf. Sections Face Analysis, Voice
Analysis, Gesture Analysis, Platform) have been carried out
across the clinical sites in United Kingdom, Sweden, Israel,
and Poland. Specifically the platform tutorials, games, quizzes
to assess the users learning and emotion analysers have been
tested. Feedback from these user testing sessions has been
used to update the subsystems to ensure they are designed
with the end user in mind and are comprehensible to our
users. Furthermore as the project has evolved, new ethical
considerations arose which we have addressed to ensure the
project follows strict ethical guidelines.
All the children liked the activity with the voice analyser
software. They related to the plots and understood how to
modulate vocal parameters after a short explanation from the
experimenter. The children had fun playing with their voices
and influencing the plots shown to them based on their speech
acoustics.
FACE ANALYSIS

The Facial Affect Computation Engine (FACE) [35] was enhanced in order to enable it running alongside the game and
other inference engines on a modes domestic computer. This
has also benefited from an improved version of the face tracker
[3] which uses continuous conditional neural fields for structured regression. Initial pilot trials with users in the field
revealed various difficulties. In particular, users were not
clear when the face tracker was working and when it had lost
registration. They were therefore confused as whether then
inferences were meaningful or not. A small window showing
the video from the camera with tracking information superimposed has now been included in the game to give immediate
feed-back. Additionally a real-time analyser of hand-over-face
occlusion detection has been developed by designing an avatar
that mimics hand-over-face occlusions displayed by the user
in real-time. The methodology described in [22] was implemented and the output of the classifier was mapped to an avatar
head. For simplicity, we extracted only spatial features: Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOGs) and likelihood values
of facial landmarks detection. Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) was then used to reduce the dimensionality of HOG
features. Using the extracted features, we trained binary linear
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers for the following
classification tasks: 1) Occlusion/ no-Occlusion, 2) Chin occlusion, 3) Lips occlusion, and 4) Middle face (nose/cheek)
occlusion. A simple avatar was built with a face and a hand
using Blender: an open source 3D animation suite. Using this
avatar head, we then created a set of images representing different hand-over-face positions to display them according to the
output of the classifier. Figure 1 shows a sample screen shot
of the systems real-time output displaying two windows: One

Figure 1. Hand occluding chin, lips and middle face detected..

window is displaying the captured webcam image of the user
with the head and facial landmarks highlighted, and the second
window is displaying the output avatar image corresponding
to the hand-over-face gesture detected.
VOICE ANALYSIS

According to the feedback from the evaluation carried out at
the clinical sites, the vocal expression evaluation system [35]
was refined and enhanced with new features. The children
liked the activity with the voice analyser software; in particular
they had fun playing with their voices and influencing the plots.
For this reason, we decided to introduce the representation of
the tracked acoustic features [25, 23, 24] and the display of
the appropriateness of the childs expression in the analyser.
Applying the openSMILE audio feature extractor [15, 14],
features are extracted and tracked over time: in order to assess
a child’s performance in expressing emotions via speech, the
extracted parameters are compared to the respective parameters extracted from pre-recorded prototypical utterances. The
vocal expression evaluation system is shown in Figure 2. In
the “Target emotion” box the player chooses the emotion she
or he wants to play with. Once the emotion has been selected,
a reference emotion expression is played back to the child.
Then, the child is prompted to repeat the selected emotion.
According to the expressed emotion the evaluation system is
providing a visual feedback on the “Recognised Emotion” box
showing the detected emotion is expressed. Besides providing
the classification result, the analyser shows a confidence measure that gives a measure on how much the system is certain
about the recognised emotion against the remaining emotions.
The confidence is represented by the probability estimate derived from the distance between the point and the hyper-plane.
According to the correctness of the expressed emotion virtual
coins are earned and on the bottom right part of the GUI and a
corrective feedback is shown. The ‘traffic light’ on the top of
the gauge bars indicates if the extracted parameters are distant
or close to the reference values. If a green light is shown
the childs expression is close to the reference; the red light
indicates high distance between the reference value and the
extracted one.
The new data collected at the clinician sites have been used
to ameliorate the accuracy of the emotion recognition system.
For the training of a voice analyser, a data set of prototypical
emotional utterances containing sentences spoken in Hebrew,
Swedish and English by children with ASC ( 8 per language)
and typically developing ( 10 per language) has been created.
The recordings mainly focused on the six ’basic’ emotions
except disgust: happy, sad, angry, surprised, and afraid plus

Figure 3. Body gesture analyser.

Figure 2. Enhanced vocal expression evaluation system.

three other states: ashamed, calm and proud. In the case of the
English dataset a total of 19 emotions plus neutral and calm
were collected. In order to enable adult and child cooperative
playing, the enhanced version of the voice analyser is now
capable to handle adult-child models and language-dependent
models for emotion recognition. The acoustic models for
adults were trained on the voice recordings collected by the
clinical teams, as part of the EU-Emotion Stimulus set.
The output from the voice analyser is encoded in EmotionML
[34] and delivered through the ActiveMQ communication
infrastructure, allowing integration with the face analysis, the
gesture analysis and formative assessment module to provide
multi-modal inference in the central platform.
GESTURE ANALYSIS

An on-line gesture analyser based on the EyesWeb 2 XMI
platform was improved based on its previous version [35]. To
enhance the overall module performances, we introduced an
adaptive feature representation algorithm that helps in generalization and in situations where the amount of available data is
not big, this technique is called dictionary learning [29]. In addition, in order to make the software available on a variety of
hardware configurations where depth camera are not available,
we developed a 2D version of the recognition module that uses
information coming from a standard web-cam, this version
uses a 2D based subset of the features used by the 3D based
version of the module. The system is based on the method
proposed in [32]: a set of low level movement features are
extracted from motion capture data, then high level representations of movement qualities (i.e., fluidity, impulsiveness, etc.)
are built. These representations are observed trough time and
an histogram-based representation is created, starting from
the histograms a further refinement of the representation is
computed using sparse coding and finally the data is classified through SVMs to get an infer of the expressed emotion.
The module is fully integrated in the game platform and it
can communicate with the other modules – via activeMQ and
EmotionML messages – to record streams of data and log
outputs that can be then processed offline. For training the
2
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SVMs, a dataset of 15 people expressing the six basic emotions (happiness, anger, sadness, disgust, fear, and surprise)
was collected. Each person was asked to express one of the six
emotions with their body from three to seven times in front of
a Microsoft Kinect sensor. On average, each recording session
lasted about 10 minutes. After the recording sessions, each
video was manually segmented to find the prototypical expressive gestures of each emotion. Those segments were used to
evaluate the data with human subjects. 60 judges labelled 10
segments, each. The material was used to train SVM for the
classification modules.
Based on the body gesture analyser two games were developed
[32]. Both games perform a real-time automatic emotion
recognition, and interact with the user by asking to guess and
to express an emotion with the body (cf. Figure 3). During the
games the user controls the GUI by body gestures and is also
asked to perform body gestures to express certain emotions as
part of the games.
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

The face, voice, and body gesture analysers recognize the performed emotion through the respective modality, where the
output is restricted to either the discrete emotion categories or
the continuous arousal-valence values. However, using this
output to display a binary correct/incorrect response for a target emotion is not informative for children who are trying to
learn how to perform emotions correctly. The aim of the formative assessment is to complement each of the classification
modules, by including a formative assessment module that
provides corrective instructions when an emotion is performed
incorrectly. A candidate listing for forms of semantically
meaningful mid-level features considering a variety of affective states for each of the three modalities was elaborated. The
list was based on modality-specific characteristics given for
different emotions. These attributes serve as a dictionary between the game engine and the formative feedback module,
where the feedback generated as either increase/decrease (for
voice and gesture attributes) or extraneous/missing (for facial action units) are converted to audio-visual output through
the game engine. The feedback generation is based on explanation vector generation [2]. This generalised technique
generates instance-specific explanations about classifier decisions: When the feedback module is initiated by an unexpected
emotion, the class of the target emotion is used to infer explanations about low-level features. Using explanation vector
generation in an iterative manner, the feature set is modified
so that it resembles the target emotion better. For the audio and gesture modalities, we compare the original and the
modified feature sets. For the face modality, attribute clas-

sifiers are utilized to carry out the comparison process in a
semantically meaningful level: The attribute values, which
are stated as either active or passive for the attributes of action units, of original and modified features sets are compared
to state which of the action units are missing or incorrectly
present. The module is also integrated with the other modules, where the communication is handled via ActiveMQ. The
sites in Britain, Turkey and Poland worked on ensuring the
cross-cultural validity of the program.
PLATFORM

The general architecture presented in [35] has been updated
and extended including the formative assessment module. An
overview of the new integrated platform architecture is given
in Figure 4. The container of the game engine in flash is The
communication with the different services are based on three
components. The subsystem control component sends control
messages to the different services – the control messages are
sent to a unique ActiveMQ queue for each of the services
(face, body, voice). The ActiveMQ process is used as the pipe
to push the information from the different subsystems to the
game engine.
Besides the platform architecture, the Learning Manager Application (LMA) was improved (cf. Figure 5). This application
is the main tool to control, personalise, and present the learning material to the user. It also enables the navigation within
the program including access to the practice games. The LMA
enables to track the user’s play patterns for data collection
and for system improvement purposes. The LMA also manages the rewards granted to the child while going through the
program. The ‘monetary system’ is the basis for the VE ‘economy’, planned to motivate the child and encourage long-term
engagement. Advancing in the program by actively participating in ‘research sessions’ (lessons) and playing the practise
games to a pre-defined achievement, is the only way to earn
virtual money in the VE, and virtual money is needed for virtually anything the child might want to do in the VE apart
from ‘doing research’ (learning) - namely: play non-curricular
games, buy goodies, go to fun locations out of the camp, etc.
This way we maintain an efficient balance between coping
with the possibly challenging emotions content, and having
the opportunity for recreation and pure fun. This is also meant
to prevent a situation of ignoring the program or ‘getting stuck’
on a certain activity or comfort zone. Additionally, further
motivational elements were added, such as the avatar, the
camp-home, and the virtual wallet. Four new characters have
been designed to serve and support the learning sessions and
add interest and fun. Further, four fun locations were designed
as out-of-camp ‘tourist’ recreation destinations. The new locations contain fun games with themed content that also has an
enrichment element. The child needs to earn the ticket to go
there, and usage is limited.
An improved expression game was developed (cf. Figure
6). It integrates the face, voice, and body language analysis
technologies. This game is the main activity in the ‘expression
sub-unit’ at the end of each of the learning units. The game
is designed as a ‘race’ board game. Each turn the child is
asked to express an emotion in a chosen modality. If she/he

Figure 4. Integrated platform architecture.

Figure 5. The new learning program manager application user interface.

expressed it well enough, the racing robot advances one step
on the board. Whoever gets to the ending point first wins. It
might be the case that children do a good job in expressing
emotions without the system being able to recognize them. In
order to avoid the risk of learning from a low accuracy of the
emotion recognition components, results from the recognition
engines are sent together with a confidence measure which
indicates the level of confidence of the recognition result. In
the case of low confidence results are not shown and the child
is asked to play the emotion again.
CONTENT CREATION

In order to determine the most important emotions for social
interaction in children with ASC, an emotion survey was developed and completed by parents, typically developing adults
and parents in particular of children with ASC. 20 emotions
– happy, sad, afraid, angry, disgusted, surprised, excited, interested, bored, worried, disappointed, frustrated, hurt, kind,
jealous, unfriendly, joking, sneaky, ashamed, and proud – were
identified by the survey as being the most important for social interaction and selected to be taught through the platform.
Additionally, 496 face stimuli, 82 body gesture stimuli and
95 social scene stimuli previously recorded with professional
actors were validated. The stimuli were divided into 21 validation surveys with each survey containing 30-45 emotion
stimuli. Each survey was completed by 60 typically develop-

Figure 6. The improved ‘Expression’ game with face, voice, and body
gesture modalities.

ing adults (20 per country), at minimum age of 18 years. For
each stimulus validated a percentage of correct recognition
score and a chance corrected percentage recognition score was
calculated. A further 20 UK-based and PL-based voice surveys
have been created and validated along side voice recordings
in Hebrew, Swedish, and Polish: As outlined above, to assist
with the development of the voice analysis module, a series
of emotion phrases were recorded by in UK, Israel, Sweden,
and Poland. A total of 20 children (10 typically developing
and 10 children with ASC) were recorded at each site, in
English, Hebrew, Swedish, and Polish. In UK, 19 emotions
plus neutral were recorded. Audio content into four additional
European languages: French, German, Italian and Spanish
was recorded and later selected, and validated. A total of 84
sentences were selected for translation. The selection procedure was as follows: a total of four sentences were chosen
per emotion. Sentences that showed the highest mean passing
rates for any given emotion in the previous voice validation
study (Swedish data) were selected. The same procedure was
applied in Poland.
ADULT & COOPERATIVE PLAYING

In order to have an understanding of parent’s needs on the
context of participating on an intervention like ASC-Inclusion,
a thorough literature review has been carried out, focusing
at previous work with parents of children on the spectrum.
In Poland, 40 parents of children with ASC and ADHD, did
psychological experiments to identify the needs of the adults
as active users of the VE environment, analysed what unique
needs of parents were in learning recognition and expression
of emotions for themselves, as well as on the best way for
adults to communicate and tutor their children on these skills.
A pilot study with 3 games of ASC-Inclusion program was
conducted and defined adult users requirements and specification for the program. database, which can yield highly
accurate inference results. On the other hand, when a system
is in use, the set of examples can be easily extended, and when
necessary, the labels can be collected by getting parents or
caretakers involved in the process. For these reasons, an efficient form of data labelling, which enable to include most
informative instances in the training phase by getting it labelled by the caretaker/parent was investigated. An analysis of
the assessment of parents broader autism phenotype, including
the measurement of the magnitude of stress in the parent-child
system, the assessment of how ASC children understand emotions before and after usage of the VE (Virtual Enviroment),
and the assessment of adult-child interaction during collaborative playing with the VE with successful completion of joint
tasks. Polish Parent-Child protocol has been created to support
adult-child cooperative playing. Psychological experiments
and evaluations were conducted with 39 Polish children and

adults. In Sweden, 20 children in special school settings in
different municipalities in the Stockholm area were recruited.
This group of children is using the ASC Inclusion program
in a school setting for 6 months. During the program, three
measurement points (pre, post, follow-up) are set in order to
measure the results of quantitative changes of symptoms, impairment, and quality of life on the Strengths and Difficulties
Questionnaire (SDQ) and Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS)
(Teacher report), the Global Assessment Scale, and Global
Clinical Impression (Severity Scale) (expert ratings), and the
Kids Screen (student self-report). In addition, school attainment data (school performance, attendance) is collected as
outcome variables.
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

Psychological evaluation of the system took place through an
Open Trial (OT). About 20 children in each site went through
the intervention. The different sites are currently on different
stages of the OT: in UK the OT is finished running all its
participants (and finalized with 15 participants on the intervention group and 3 controls), In Israel the OT ran half of
its participants and intends to finish with 15 participants in
each group, and in Sweden the OT is started after finishing
task validation stage, and also aiming at 15 participants per
group. In Poland the OT is about to finish with 39 participants. For all samples children’s IQ was within the normative
range, and that intervention and control groups were matched
on gender, age, and IQ. In Israel, preliminary results reveal
significant improvement of children in the intervention group,
compared to the waiting-list control group, on some of the
emotion recognition tasks, and potentially significant results
on other tasks, when a larger sample is collected. 12 children
with ASC, participated in the open trial, also tested the technological systems with their parents. Children and parents played
a game of emotional charades, in which children were asked to
express an emotion in a selected modality (face, voice, or integration) from a number of choices of emotions provided by the
computer. The child’s parent was asked to guess the emotion
the child intended to produce, and the computer collected the
data, and gave feedback to the child on the matching between
child’s choice and the parent’s guess (match/mismatch). Most
children (11/12) found this activity to be very entertaining.
An analysis of system logs revealed that the system correctly
recognized 80% of the children’s expressions, out of the trials that did not result in technical errors. The logs related to
attempts of children playing with the expression game on 11
emotions using uni-modal and multi-modal mode. In United
Kingdom, a sample of 18 children (7F) participated to the
open trial. Data was collected from 15 children (4F) in the
intervention group and 3 children (all females) in the control
group. The intervention group had an average age of 8 years
and half (102.8 months, SD=13.59), and an average ADOS
score of 13.93 (SD=4.68 ). The intervention that was evaluated
involved two main tools: the prototype of Camp exploration
and parent child activities around emotions, aiming at consolidating the concepts learned in the Camp exploration each
week and at encouraging the transfer of the teaching of Camp
Exploration to real life. The intervention took 73.83 days on
average (SD: 18.71) to complete. The emotion recognition
ability of children with autism was assessed across various

modalities (face, body, voice and context) in two visits, before and after they received the intervention. Results show
that the group of children with ASC in the intervention group
performed significantly better on the integration survey (recognizing emotion from context) and from the body survey.
Additionally the group of children with ASC was also rated
significantly higher (by their parents) on the Socialization
scale of the Vineland (although this finding is to be taken cautiously, as the sample size is only 11 for this analysis) while
their ratings did not improve on the SRS. Our results show
that children with autism improved on emotion recognition
and socialization after undergoing the intervention, which suggests that, as a whole, the intervention was effective in helping
children learn socio-emotional skills. Those results echo the
feedback from the parents of children with ASC who were
part of the intervention group. Indeed, they rated the platform
8.14/10 and all noticed positive changes in the socio-emotional
behaviour of their child after using Camp Exploration. This is
very encouraging. Thus, feedback from both British, Israeli,
and Polish sites suggest the VE is largely liked by users and
their parents and perceived as effective in improving children’s
emotional repertoire. Parents and children have provided useful suggestions for improvement, which could be utilized in
future versions of the VE.
CONCLUSIONS

We described the recent findings and developments of the
gaming platform ASC-Inclusion targeted to children aged 5
to 10 years with ASC. User requirements and specification
have been refined and further analysed, tailoring the needs of
the target audience and creating user scenarios for the platform subsystems. The integration of the three subsystem into
the game platform was refined. The technical partners collaborated to improve communication protocols and platform
architecture for the main game engine. The face analyser implements a automatic facial analysis system that can be used
to provide feedback to children as they learn expressions. The
vocal expression evaluation system has been adapted and refined in a collaborative loop process with the clinical sites.
The voice analyser was improved to support formative assessment and adult-child cooperative playing. A refined version of
the body gesture analyser was developed including a new version of the module that works on 2D webcam data. The body
gesture analyser and the designed game demonstrations were
evaluated. In parallel, the platform was improved yielding
more advanced versions of the game. The game design and
flow were improved according to the clinician’s recommendations and following usability tests results. Visual and vocal
feedbacks were refined to fit the clinical teams’ recommendations. New contents were created, including the EUmotion
Stimulus set and additional voice material in French, German,
Italian and Spanish which have been validated. The additional
functionalities recently introduced in the ASC-Inclusion platform, namely the adult and child cooperative playing and the
formative assessment to generate corrective feedback were
developed and integrated in the system.
In conclusion, results from the evaluation at the clinical sites
are promising, indicating children with ASC improved on
emotion recognition and socialization after undergoing the

intervention: children with ASC in the intervention group
performed significantly better on the integration survey (recognizing emotion from context) and from the body survey. The
group of children with ASC was also rated significantly higher
(by their parents) on the Socialization scale of the Vineland.
Thus, the feedback from British, Israeli, and Polish sites suggests the VE is largely liked by users and their parents, and it is
perceived as effective in improving children’s emotional repertoire. Parents and children have provided useful suggestions
for improvement, which could be utilized in future versions of
the VE.
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